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In order to make the power transmission more stable and ensure the safe

operation of the system, a study on the interaction of controllable series

compensation and traditional PSS to suppress low-frequency oscillation is

proposed. Firstly, the lead-slip angle is adjusted by the lead-lag module of

the PSS limit stabilizer to eliminate the reverse modulation phenomenon, and

the series compensation is used to optimize the parallel transmission lines and

lines of different voltage levels to improve the stability of the long-distance

transmission system. Secondly, the phase compensation method is used to set

the parameters of the TCSC and PSS damping controllers, the characteristics of

the rotor system are judged by the damping ratio, the sensitivity characteristic

root is extracted, and the maximum parameters affecting the mode are

determined; finally, the genetic algorithm is introduced to coordinate the

damping controller to increase the oscillation. Mode damping, constraining

the range of each tuning parameter, enabling coordinated optimization.

Experiments show that the method in this paper can effectively suppress

low-frequency oscillation and ensure the safety and stability of the power

system.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development of State Grid in Wanlian and West-to-East Power

Transmission Project areas, the scale and complexity of modern power systems are increasing

day by day. In particular, the large-scale application of new technology equipment such as fast

excitation systems has led to an increase in the low frequency oscillation frequency of the

system. In view of the harm of low-frequency oscillation to system stability, relevant personnel

at home and abroad have done a lot of research work on low-frequency oscillation, mainly

focusing on the generation mechanism and suppression measures of low-frequency

oscillation. Power system stabilizer is a measure to suppress the occurrence of low
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frequency oscillation, and its design idea is largely influenced by the

mechanism of low frequency oscillation.

In the FACTS technology, Thyristor Controlled Series

Compensation (TCSC) can flexibly and continuously adjust the

compensation capacity and the normal order impedance of the

line. The TCSC is an effective means to control the power flow and

stability of the power grid (Chen et al., 1996). By appropriately

adjusting the compensation amount, the TCSC can increase the

damping of the system (Dolan et al., 1995;Wang F and Swift, 1997;

Del Rosso et al., 2003). For the effective damping power oscillation,

the appropriate damping control strategy needs to be adopted, and

the determination of the damping control strategy needs to study

the mechanism of the damping oscillation in the FACTS device.

Since the 1960s, oscillation accidents have occurred in many

international power grids (including China’s power grids),

resulting in difficulty in system operation and major power

grid accidents caused by oscillations (Investigation Team of

Power System Safety and Stability Control and Ministry of

Electric Power, 1998). The phenomenon is that the frequency

or power with a certain amplitude swings regularly on the

transmission line. If the swing amplitude increases and diverges

gradually, the system must not be discontinuous. Traditional

damping methods based on local signals, such as Power System

Stabilizer (PSS) (Fang and Zhu, 1994); (Liu and Fang, 1998); (Wu

and Han, 1996); (Trudnowski et al., 1992), can well suppress the

oscillations in the region, but sometimes the oscillation modes

between regions are not equal. Not enough shock absorption.

Reference (Xu et al., 2004) analyzes the system structure and

working principle of damping low-frequency oscillation of TCSC

device from the aspect of engineering application, determines the

selection principle of damping control input, and conducts dynamic

model experiments with or without power oscillation damping to

verify the results. The effect of TCSC damping low frequency

oscillations. Reference (Zhou, 1993) analyzes the theory of power

system damping enhancement by applying static var compensator

(SVC). The impact of SVC on power systems, how to control SVC

to improve system damping, and the difference between continuous

and discontinuous control of SVC reactive power for maximum

damping improvement. Reference (Lerch et al., 1991) proposed a

novel SVC (Static Reactive Power Compensation) control method

for suppressing power system oscillations. To increase system

damping, the SVC uses a phase angle signal estimated by

measuring the voltage and power at the SVC position. Through

optimization and identification procedures, the optimal design of

damping control with various control concepts can be determined,

considering nonlinear power systems. In the literature (Sun and Liu,

1999), based on the Phillips-Heffron model established for the

power system, this paper studies the application of the

controllable series compensator (CSC) in damping the oscillation

of the power system. The ability of CSC damping control to provide

damping for power system is analyzed for its damping torque

contribution to single-machine infinite bus and multi-machine

power system. In summary, the literature uses a method to

suppress power oscillation, and the effect is general, and it is

necessary to propose a better control method. Therefore, this

paper proposes a research on the interaction of controllable

series compensation and traditional PSS to suppress low-

frequency oscillation. The low frequency oscillation in the circuit

is suppressed by adding PSS to the power system, the state equations

of PSS and TCSC single-machine infinite system and multi-

machine system are established, the oscillation mode is analyzed

through spatial eigenvalues, and the sensitivity filter installation is

analyzed through sensitivity analysis location (Swift and Wang,

1996) (Chen, 2004).

2 PSS model and controllable series
compensation (TCSC) principle and
modeling

2.1 PSS model development

The input signal adopted by PSS is one or a combination of

several signals among rotational speed deviation Δω, frequency
deviation Δf, power deviation ΔPe, and excess power ΔPm.

Positive damping, generally PSS requires a lead-lag module,

FIGURE 1
PSS block diagram.

FIGURE 2
PSS general transfer function.

FIGURE 3
PSS1A mathematical model.
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Figure 1 is the PSS block diagram, Figure 2 is the PSS general

transfer function. In the figure, n of the DC blocking link can be

1 or 2, which is usually placed after the signal conversion or

before the limiting unit.

In the development history of PSS, its mathematical model

has experienced the evolution process from single-input PSS,

dual-input PSS to multi-band PSS. According to the IEEE Std

421.5-2005 standard revised by the IEEE Excitation System

Committee, the mathematical model of PSS is divided into

PSS1A and PSS2B.

PSSIA is a single-input PSS, and its mathematical model is

shown in Figure 3. The first module is used to represent the

inertia in signal measurement, the secondmodule is used to block

DC, and the third module is used to change the frequency

characteristics of the stabilizer or To filter the components of

shafting torsional oscillation, the fourth and fifth modules are

two-stage lead and one lag, which are used to adjust the lead-slip

angle of the tuning stabilizer. Its input signal is generally the

electrical power of the generator, which first passes through the

DC blocking link, and then performs lead-lag processing to

achieve the purpose of suppressing low-frequency oscillation.

PSS1A has a simple structure, and has a good suppression effect

on low-frequency oscillation in the frequency range of

0.1–2.5 Hz, but at the same time, there will be a reverse

modulation phenomenon (that is, when the input power of

the prime mover of the unit is increased, the reactive power

of the generator will appear relatively large. And it is not allowed

to decrease, but when the input power of the prime mover is

reduced, the reactive power of the generator will appear relatively

large and cannot be allowed to increase), especially in some units

that can quickly adjust the active power. The phenomenon of

reverse modulation is particularly serious when the PSS is used,

such as hydroelectric generator sets and gas-fired generator sets.

PSS2B is a dual-input PSS, and its mathematical model is

shown in Figure 4. The two limiters added to the input are

used to limit the working range of the stabilizer; the latter

three-stage lead and one lag module make the phase

compensation more flexible. Its input signals are mainly

generator speed and electric power, which are first

combined into an integral signal of acceleration power

(that is, the difference between prime mover power and

electric power), and then sent to the stabilizer through the

lead-lag module. This kind of stabilizer has the advantages of

easy implementation and low noise, and can effectively avoid

the fluctuation of reactive power caused by the rapid change of

active power, and can better eliminate the phenomenon of

reverse modulation, so it is widely used. However, PSS2B is a

single-branch structure, and its damping effect is not good for

multiple oscillation modes at the same time.

2.2 Series capacitance compensation of
transmission lines with controlled series
compensation

Series compensation can optimize the power flow of

parallel transmission lines and lines with different voltage

levels, and improve the transmission capacity and system

stability of long-distance transmission systems (Larsen

et al., 1994); (Li, 2022b). As shown in Figure 5, when the

capacitors are fixed in series on Line 1-3, the transmission

power of this line rises from 1400 to 1750 MW, which makes

the adjacent Lines 1-2 and 2-3 withstand smaller transmission

capacity. The size and direction of the power flow can be

changed by connecting capacitors in series,

and part of the active power can be transferred to the

heavy-load line in time to reduce the chance of system

instability.

The traditional fixed series compensation cannot flexibly

adjust the line parameters, and it is easy to cause

subsynchronous resonance, which greatly limits the

compensation ability of the fixed series compensation. In

practical applications, it is not allowed to turn off the

capacitor in the event of a fault, so as not to cause the above-

FIGURE 4
PSS2B mathematical model.
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mentioned harm to the system. Therefore, it cannot be put into

operation when capacitor series compensation is most needed to

improve system dynamic performance.

However, if the traditional mechanical switch is replaced by a

thyristor, when the system is disturbed, the thyristor can be used

to switch the capacitor to quickly compensate the line, thereby

suppressing the power oscillation of the system (Zhao and Jiang,

1998). Therefore, the thyristor-controlled capacitance

compensation device naturally emerges as the times require.

3 Interaction analysis of low
frequency oscillation

3.1 Method introduction

In this paper, the transfer function model of the single-

machine infinite system is studied, and the multi-machine

systems of TCSC and PSS are respectively established (Larsen

and Swann, 1981a); (Larsen and Swann, 1981b); (Heffron and

Phillips, 1952), and the specific form of the additional torque

provided by TCSC and PSS is deduced by using the concept of

electric torque., the damping controllermodel is introduced. Using

the stability analysis of small disturbances, from the perspective of

eigenvalues (Martins and Lima, 1990), the modal analysis method

was used to study the suppression effect of TCSC and PSS

interaction on low frequency oscillation, which provided a basis

for parameter tuning of TCSC damping controller.

Modal analysis is the analysis of eachmode in the system (Li et al.,

2021a). It is pointed out that the slight disturbance in the systemmay

cause the oscillation of the state quantity in the system, which is called

the inherent characteristic of the power system. The oscillation of the

state quantity is related to the electromechanical oscillation mode,

subsynchronous resonance (Li et al., 2021b) and the controller

oscillation mode. The most serious impact on the generator is the

electromechanical oscillation mode, which may cause the generator

rotor to vibrate strongly and damage the generator rotor main shaft.

Introduction of PSS stabilizer to suppress electromechanical

oscillation modes Through modal analysis, participation factors

can be calculated from eigenvalues, thereby extracting

electromechanical oscillation modes. By calculating the relative

factors of angular velocity and angle of attack on the

electromechanical oscillation mode, the sensitivity of the

mechanical damping change of the motor shaft under a certain

electromechanical oscillation mode can be determined. The

sensitivity represents the damping effect of the PSS mounted on

the generator in thismode. If the participation coefficient of thismode

to the generator speed or power angle component is large and positive,

it means that if PSS is installed on the generator, the oscillation mode

can be well suppressed, so PSS should be installed on the generator

(Larsen and Swann, 1981d); (Larsen and Swann, 1981c).

3.2 Electromechanical oscillation mode
extraction and damping ratio calculation

This paper mainly adopts the state space characteristic root

analysis method to study the oscillation mode of the system and

extract the electromechanical oscillation mode. The role of PSS

and the choice of installation site are studied through eigenroot

sensitivity analysis (Sun and Liu, 1999), and the parameters of

TCSC and PSS damping controllers are set through phase

compensation method (De Mello and Concordia, 1969); (De

MelloP et al., 1980). Finally, the changes of the mechanical and

electrical vibration modes of the system before and after the

installation of the TCSC and PSS controllers are illustrated, and

the suppression effects of the TCSC and PSS on low-frequency

oscillation are verified.

FIGURE 5
The effect of series compensation on improving the transmission power of the line. (A) System model. (B) System model after installation of
TCSC
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The characteristic root of the A matrix is the characteristic

root of the system, and the stability of the system can be judged

by the distribution of the characteristic root on the complex

plane. Of all the eigenvalues, some are determined by the rotor’s

equation of motion, and these oscillation modes are called rotor

swing modes or electromechanical modes. In this paper, the

suppression of electromechanical oscillation modes by PSS

devices is considered. Therefore, we only need to extract the

eigenvalues of the rotor swing pattern and study it.

When judging whether the characteristic root is the rotor

swing mode, it is necessary to calculate the coefficient K1 (Wang

and Swift, 1997); (Wang et al., 1998) according to the whole

system transfer function block diagram (Phillips-Heffron

model), then calculate the undamped natural oscillation

angular frequency, and then determine which frequency of ωn
Approach the eigenroot (imaginary part of the eigenroot). It is

then listed as rotor swing mode.

In electromechanical mode λi � σ + jωd, undamped natural

angular frequency ωn � sqrt(σ2 + ω2
d) and damping ratio ξ �

σ/sqrt(σ2 + ω2
d).

The system damping characteristics of the rotor can be

calculated and can be judged by the damping ratio.

3.3 Damping of themain vibrationmode of
the system under different operating
modes

3.3.1 Relevant factors
The physical quantity λi related to the characteristic root pki,

that is, the correlation factor is Xk:

pki � ]kiμki
]Ti μi

(1)

In the formula: νki and μki are the elements of the k-th column

and the i-th row of the left and right eigenvector matrices U and V,

respectively, and obviously∑ pki = 1. Depending on the value of A, it

can be determined on which machine the PSS should be installed to

suppress a certain oscillation mode, or to provide a theoretical

reference for where other damping controllers should be installed.

3.3.2 Sensitivity of eigenroots to parameter
changes

When a system parameter (eg) α changes, the corresponding

change of the characteristic root is the sensitivity of the

characteristic root of the so-called zλi
zα to the parameter change.

zλI
zα is a complex number, reflecting the displacement direction

(phase) and displacement size, and A changes very little. By

comparing the sensitivities of the characteristic roots, the

characteristic roots with the greatest sensitivity are

extracted to participate in the parameter setting of the TCSC

controller.

FIGURE 6
Flow chart of improved genetic algorithm.
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The systemmatrix is A (α), that is, the system coefficientmatrixA

is a function of the parameter α, then A (α) μi= λiμi. Since λi and μi
are implicit functions α, the partial derivatives on both sides need to be

calculated according to the derivation rules of implicit functions:

zA(α)
zα

μi + A(α) zμi
zα

� zλi
zα

μi + λi
zμi
zα

(2)

If both sides of the equation are multiplied to the left by ]Ti ,
then since one term is eliminated on both sides of ]Ti A � ]Ti λi, it
can be arranged as follows:

zλi
zα

� ]Ti
zA(α)
zα μi

]Ti μi
(3)

In formula (3), zA(α)zα should be calculated by taking the value

of α under steady-state conditions.

By calculating the sensitivity of the eigenroot, the influence of

the parameters on the eigenroot can be quantitatively compared

(Perez-Arriaga et al., 1982). For example, the sensitivities of different

eigenvalues to TCSC controller parameters (such as the

amplification factor of the inertial link) can be compared to

determine which element or elements have the greatest influence,

or the sensitivity of a certain element. Eigen roots of different

parameters in the same element can be compared to determine

which parameter has the most influence on the mode.

4 Coordinated design of damping
controller based on improved genetic
algorithm

This paper adopts the fitness evaluation of the improved

genetic algorithm based on sensitivity, which can greatly speed

up the evaluation and selection process, reduce the amount of

calculation, and improve the efficiency. The combination of

sensitivity and genetic algorithm can improve the convergence

speed.

When tuning parameters of large-scale power grids, the

calculation of fitness will take a long time because the

dimension of the system state matrix (Wang et al., 1998) is

too high. If each genetic operator operation is performed

randomly, the genetic algorithm will be difficult to

converge. Based on eigenvalue analysis, genetic operator

operations are carried out on the tuning parameters

according to the sensitivity of the eigenvalues, which

accelerates the convergence speed of the genetic algorithm.

Before the genetic operator operation is performed, the

sensitivity of the eigenvalue is calculated first, and the

sensitivity matrix is obtained. First, the sensitivity of the

low-frequency oscillation mode with less damping is found.

The sensitivity related to this oscillation mode is the first row.

The element of is the column, then it can be determined that

the size of the element has the greatest influence on the

damping of this oscillation mode, and then according to

the positive or negative of the sensitivity (Perez-Arriaga

et al., 1982); (Li, 2022a), it is decided whether to increase

or decrease the value of this parameter to increase the

damping of this oscillation mode. Finally, find the position

of the parameter in the chromosome and change the number.

The objective function of the coordinated control with the

parameters of the damping controller can be set as x, which is

the number of weak damping operation modes, and the

number of key oscillation modes, ζ i is the damping ratio of

the oscillation mode, which is the parameter to be set. The

constraints include the range of each parameter to be set and

FIGURE 7
Wiring diagram.
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the minimum limit of each damping ratio. The mathematical

form can be expressed as:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min .f(z) � ∑j
1

⎡⎣∑n
i�1
(1 − ζ i)⎤⎦

st. Kimin <Kipss <Kimax

Ti1min <Ti1 <Ti1max

Ti2min <Ti2 <Ti2max

Kimin <Kitcsc <Kimax

Tif min <Tif <Tif max

ζmin < ζ i

(4)

The flow based on the sensitivity genetic algorithm is

described in detail below, and the specific flow

chart is shown in Figure 6. Each step is explained in detail

as follows:

First the program starts. Read the initial numerical control

from the file, including network parameters (transmission line,

transformer, load, power generation parameters, DC system

parameters), power flow result data (voltage amplitude and

phase angle of each node), generator parameters. Then, the

formation method of the small disturbance linearization

model is used to form the initial state matrix of the system

when no control is added. Read in control variable parameter

limits, genetic algorithm control parameters. Including the upper

and lower limits of each controller’s magnification and time

constant, the maximum number of iterations of the genetic

algorithm, the population size, the crossover rate, the

mutation rate and the optimal number of individuals to retain

per generation. This article samples the encoding rules of decimal

floating-point numbers, and each floating-point number in the

chromosome represents a controller parameter to be optimized.

Start running the genetic algorithm and set the maximum

genetic algebra to be gen, then all genetic operations in the future

will be carried out in a large loop. Start decoding the data to form

an expansion matrix that takes into account the role of the

controller. Calculate the objective function value and get the

fitness value of each chromosome. The best retention mechanism

is adopted to select 5% of the best individuals in the population.

This part of the individuals will not participate in crossover and

mutation and will directly enter the next generation. This is to

prevent the excellent individuals from being randomly crossed

and mutated. Changed and lost. Then carry out the selection of

fitness value. Through the survival competition mechanism given

in this paper, the chromosome schemes in the group are

compared, and the chromosome individuals with larger fitness

value are retained, and the chromosome individuals with smaller

fitness value are eliminated, which is equivalent to Selected

individuals from the original population form a new

population. The selected individuals are sent to the crossover

library. Perform random crossover operations on individuals that

need to be crossed. This step plays a role in expanding the search

TABLE 1 Suppression effects of TCSCs designed by different methods on various modes.

Type Gain Local Modal1 Local Modal2 Interval mode

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping

/Hz (%) /Hz (%) /Hz (%)

Original 0 1.767 3.082 1.254 5.932 0.878 2.676

Traditional method 5 1.758 4.828 1.276 7.514 0.879 4.727

10 1.803 6.536 1.257 8.912 0.894 7.454

20 1.832 8.012 1.318 9.832 0.913 8.672

Genetic Algorithm 5 1.786 3.127 1.256 5.949 0.876 5.167

10 1.789 3.223 1.276 6.128 0.881 8.862

20 1.821 3.289 1.232 6.343 0.889 12.031

FIGURE 8
Power oscillations of AC tie lines with different controllers
installed.
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range of the genetic algorithm. Through crossover, it is possible

to generate better individuals than all previous individuals.

The sensitivity information is then used to guide the

mutation operation, in order to further expand the search

range of the solution and avoid falling into the local search

situation. The new population formed by finishing is the second

generation of genetic evolution. To judge whether the

convergence standard is met, this program combines the

maximum genetic algebra and the optimal individual

continuous retention algebra as the judgment basis. After the

best individual is selected, the low-frequency oscillation analysis

and calculation are performed on it separately to obtain

parameters such as the relevant oscillation mode. The

optimized parameters of each controller, the eigenvalues of

the optimized low-frequency oscillation mode, and the

damping ratio are displayed. End the algorithm operation

process.

5 Experiments and experimental
conclusion

According to the actual parameters of the UHV power

supply system in a certain area, the simulation model is built

in the PSASP simulation software. The voltage level of the

high-voltage external transmission system in this area is

1000 kV. The transmission-end network is relatively

centralized and has high power transmission. The ten

generator sets are divided into four areas. Beijing and Jinan

are powered by two power grids. The two power grids are

represented by equivalent system 1 and equivalent system

2 respectively. The total transmission power of the two UHV

lines reaches 7020 MW. The wiring diagram of the large power

TABLE 2 Main oscillation modes of the system.

Oscillation mode Frequency/Hz Damping ratio Illustrate

1 1.7672 0.03036 Intra-regional oscillation

2 1.2616 0.02887 Intra-regional oscillation

3 0.8638 0.02541 Range oscillation

TABLE 3 Damping characteristics of system oscillation modes after installing two different controllers.

Type Gain Local Modal1 Local Modal2 Interval mode

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping

/Hz (%) /Hz (%) /Hz (%)

Traditional method 5 1.742 6.871 1.275 8.426 0.886 4.232

10 1.756 10.31 1.278 10.952 0.901 6.514

20 1.779 13.13 1.286 13.32 0.929 8.330

Genetic Algorithm 5 1.778 10.062 1.272 9.013 0.876 5.318

10 1.801 13.215 1.297 12.354 0.900 8.751

20 1.829 15.765 1.334 15.261 0.909 12.167

FIGURE 9
Oscillation of AC tie line when installing PSS and TCSC
designed with different control methods.
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UHV transmission system in this area is shown in the Figure 7

is shown.

A simulation experiment is designed to analyze the small

disturbance of the simulation system. A single-phase short-circuit

ground fault is applied at the head end of the transmission line. The

fault start time is 5s, and the fault is removed after 0.1 s. The system

is identified by the method of matrix number identification, and the

active power of a tie line from the bus in this area to the Beijing bus is

taken as the input of identification, which can well reflect the

transient characteristics of the system. Table 8 shows the main

oscillation modes of the system. Other oscillation modes have

smaller amplitudes and better damping characteristics, and are

not listed one by one in the table.

From the analysis in Table 8, the first two are the low-

frequency oscillation modes in the region, and the last one is the

interval low-frequency oscillation mode of the Ximeng sending-

end region relative to the receiving-end system.

5.1 Design and effect verification of the
controller

According to the analysis method in this paper, the PSS is used

to control the oscillation mode between the two regions, and the

TCSC damping controller is used to control the oscillation mode

between the regions to achieve the purpose of enhancing the

damping characteristics of the system.

Firstly, the TCSC damping controller is designed according

to the interval oscillation mode of the system. Install the TCSC on

two AC tie lines, and select the power change value of the

corresponding AC tie line as the input signal of the TCSC

damping controller. According to the residual analysis

method, the required compensation phase can be obtained as

38°. The design of the device, the size is 5.356 rad/s. Set the limiter

link to ±0.1 (pu). At the same time, it compares and analyzes the

TCSC damping controller designed by the traditional residual

analysis method, and observes the difference of the effects of the

two controllers.

The transfer function of the TCSC damping controller

designed by the residual analysis method is shown in the

following formula, and the gain of the controller is considered

to be 10, that is,

KC � 10
10s

1 + 10s
( 1 + 1.288s
1 + 0.0687s

)2

(5)

The transfer function of the controller designed according to

the method in this paper is:

KF � 2.684s
s2 + 2.684s + 28.815

KC (6)

Table 1 shows the suppression effects of TCSC designed by

various methods on each mode. From the data in Table 1, it

can be seen that the TCSC damping controller designed

according to the traditional method or the method in this

paper can better The interval low frequency oscillation of the

system is suppressed, but the former will also affect the

oscillation modes in the region, because the controller has

the effect of phase compensation for the oscillation modes in a

large frequency range. As shown in Figure 8, it can be seen that

the controller designed by the method in this paper has a

better suppression effect on the interval low-frequency

oscillation, but the corresponding oscillation modal

damping does not increase proportionally with the increase

of the gain, which is different from the controller’s

Limiting link.

As can be seen from Figure 8, although the controller designed

by the traditional method has a certain inhibitory effect on the main

modes of the system, the overall effect is not as good as the controller

designed by the traditional method because the controller designed

by the traditional method interacts with other modes. Method to

design the effect of the controller.

Secondly, the PSS is designed, which is similar to the design

of the TCSC damping controller, but the PSS is designed on the

basis of installing the TCSC damping controller. First, determine

the main vibration units of the oscillation mode in the two

regions, respectively install PSS on the engine, and select the rotor

angular velocity difference of the corresponding two vibration

units as the input signal of the PSS for the two PSS. By identifying

the system and using the residual analysis method, the

compensation phases of the two PSSs can be determined to be

24° and 51°, respectively. According to the oscillation frequencies

of the modes in the two regions in Table 2, it can be known that

the center frequencies of the corresponding filters are 11.135 rad/

s and 7.945 rad/s respectively, and the quality factor of the filter is

TABLE 4 Damping of the main vibration mode of the system under different operating modes.

Oscillation mode Local Modal1 Local Modal2 Interval mode

Frequency/Hz Damping (%) Frequency/Hz Damping (%) Frequency/Hz Damping (%)

1 1.677 9.670 1.332 8.963 0.831 6.687

2 1.832 15.65 1.382 12.592 0.904 9.821

3 1.563 6.395 1.196 6.732 0.745 4.257
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taken as 2, and the limiting link is set to ±0.1 (pu). Then the

transfer functions of the two PSSs can be expressed as:

KPSS1 � 10
10s

1 + 10s
( 1 + 0.111s
1 + 0.0737s

) 5.577s
s2 + 5.577s + 124.389

(7)

KPSS2 � 10
10s

1 + 10s
( 1 + 0.209s
1 + 0.0755s

) 3.978s
s2 + 3.978s + 63.282

(8)

The damping characteristics of the system oscillationmode after

installing two different controllers are shown in Table 3. It can be

seen from the data in Table 3 that the PSS and TCSC damping

controllers designed by the two methods can suppress the low-

frequency oscillation of the system and improve the damping effect

of the system. However, compared with the damping characteristics

of the interval modes in Table 1, the interaction between the PSS and

TCSC damping controllers designed by the traditional method is

produced, which obviously reduces the damping effect of the

controller on the interval oscillation modes. However, there is no

interaction between the PSS and TCSC damping controllers

designed one by one through the genetic algorithm, which can

better improve the damping characteristics of the system.

As shown in Figure 9, when the controller has the same gain, the

controller designed by using the genetic algorithm can better suppress

the oscillation of the system, the system tends to be stable faster, and

with the increase of the magnification, the damping effect is also

better. However, due to the limitation of the filter effect and the

existence of the limiting link, when the gain reaches a certain value,

the damping effect is also no longer linear with the gain.

5.2 Verification of robustness

In order to verify the robustness of the designed controller, the

performance of the controller under different operating modes of

the system is simulated and verified, and the gain of the controller is

kept at 10. Consider the following modes of operation.

①Increase the power transmission power of the UHV power

supply system to 7720 MW.

②The generator is out of operation.

③The system disconnects an AC tie line and N-1 operates.

As shown in Table 4, for the first two operating modes, the

controller designed by this method can provide good damping

effect. However, for the third operation mode, since a tie line is

disconnected, which is equivalent to increasing the electrical

distance of the system, the grid structure of the system has

undergone great changes, the oscillation frequency is changed

too much, and the controller damps the system. The effect is not

as good as the first two modes of operation. However, the

damping of the system can be improved by properly adjusting

the quality factor of the filter and the center frequency of the

bandpass.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the genetic algorithm is used to optimize the

controller for controlling the low frequency oscillation of the system.

The idea of this method is to use different controllers to suppress

different single oscillation modes, and there is no interaction

between the controllers. The PSS and TCSC damping controllers

are designed respectively by genetic algorithm. The PSS is used to

suppress the oscillatory modes in the system region, and the TCSC

damping controller suppresses the oscillatory modes between the

regions. At the same time, the effectiveness and superiority of the

method are verified by simulation experiments. Finally, the

controller under different working modes of the system is

simulated to verify the robustness of the controller.

The controller designed in this paper overcomes the

shortcomings of the traditional method that the controller will

interact and affect the performance of the controller. At the same

time, compared with the optimal design of controller parameters

using various intelligent algorithms, this method Simpler and

more practical, especially for practical engineering applications,

the method in this paper has more practical value. The method

studied in this paper has a certain error. In the future research on

suppressing low frequency oscillation, we can find a more

accurate method to reduce the error.
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